ACROSS
1  Coarse cloth made from deer and sheep (7)
5  Bullfighter: say which exit you will take? (7)
9  Joint where group does a turn (5)
10 Carry cutting blade for offender, perhaps? (9)
11 Failing exam, reply perfect (9)
12 Birds in my snare, gutted (5)
13 Present leader in Guardian and two other newspapers (4)
15 Where contract may be made without restraint (2,6)
18 Dopey – unlike this crossword? (8)
19 Old wrapper stuffed in handbag, otherwise lying around (4)
22 Dark approaching, end of light (5)
24 Letter: short one tucked inside document (9)
26 Publicity for movement (9)
27 Gas with antipodean cardinal? (5)
28 Mentioned, general design (7)
29 Learner in error, create a diversion? (7)

DOWN
1 Difficult to accept alcoholic drink (6)
2 Nice line, conga dancing (9)
3 Approach fly in the sky? (5)
4 Since male abroad, what might be reason for trip? (9)
5 Shame about English reverence (5)
6 Golf vehicle transporting terribly angry old player (4,5)
7 Doctor on drug, person doing tedious work (5)
8 More rosy, however you look at it? (6)
14 Number left that goes into ten, almost (6-3)
16 Variable used isn't divided by a constant (9)
17 Reel in headless fish to me, eg when swimming (9)
20 Buy children's game, happy (4,2)
21 Pressing trousers, nearly everything getting rumpled up, initially pushed the wrong way (6)
23 Spirit army's shown after grief at the front (5)
24 Accessing container, Irish terrier (5)
25 Cold potato and starter of fish (5)

Solution 17,214